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Learning Outcomes 

• Describe Linda Flower’s theory of 
intercultural rhetoric

• Demonstrate how this theory is 
applied practically in a virtual 
classroom
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What is the purpose 
of CM 220?

• Cultivate writing and communication 
skills through process

• Learn effective and ethical persuasion 
techniques

• Develop research and citation 
capabilities

• Create engaging presentations

• Enhance teamwork skills 
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Indirect Goals

• Deepen critical thinking skills

• Develop confidence in analyzing and 
challenging personal beliefs

• Develop an attitude of collaboration and 
partnership when digging into difficult 
questions with a diverse group of 
stakeholders

• Cultivate community literacy skills
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Driving 
Question:

Answer: We want students to be empowered to 
engage in difficult, complex inquiry with an open-
mind and develop feasible solutions that can be 
expressed and supported in a variety of contexts 

with a variety of stakeholders. 

”The fundamental question to ask about one’s 
composition paradigm is, what is it actually 

teaching students to do?”

--Linda Flower (2008, ch. 3)



What is Intercultural Rhetoric

• Linda Flower’s (2008) theory of intercultural rhetoric is grounded 
in the local community and in exploring with the community a 
local issue.

Philadelphia curfew law: 

• College students worked with local youth as partners in inquiry

• The youth (underrepresented stakeholders) wrote texts, to share 
with local decision makers 

• law enforcement, city officials, the Department of Human 
Services, voters, etc. 

• Community becomes partners in inquiry to solve the local issue 



Challenge: 
How do we 
empower 
students with 
these skills in 
a virtual 
context? 

Provide the theoretical framework

Establish the classroom as a virtual 
community space

Encourage students to select personally 
relevant and meaningful topics for 
change

Guide students through a series of 
personal and collective inquiry tasks



Theoretical 
Framework



Establishing a Common Goal With Our 
Students:

The goal of intercultural rhetoric is to bring forth all voices in the 
community, regardless of education or training in persuasive 
communication, so that each has a place at the table in the effort to 
solve a problem. 

Intercultural rhetors are not easily satisfied with the surface 
understanding of an issue. Instead, they are actively engaged in 
uncovering the missing, unrepresented voices in an issue and creating a 
negotiated understanding of the problem along with potential solutions. 

(Purdue University Global Composition Department, 2018)



Three Key Processes

• Identifying stakeholders
• Who can make the change?
• Who are the stakeholders?

• Seeking the story-behind-the-
story

• Proposing rival hypotheses

• Exploring and evaluating options 
and outcomes (Flower, 2003)
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Establishing a 
Community of Inquiry



Community Literacy



Classroom Application - Partners in Inquiry

Draw students into collective process of listening, offering a story-behind-the-
story, and proposing rival viewpoints via the collaborative discussion space.

Pose early hypotheses of problem and solution arguments.

Emphasize the intention to seek rival perspectives and consider ideas as 
constantly evolving based on what is learned.



Dialogue 

• “Dialogue with culturally different 
others must start in inquiry. It takes an 
active search for diversely situated 
knowledges and experiential meanings 
to understand not only one another 
but also the social problems we face 
together. In the spirit of Paulo Freire, 
the purpose of dialogue is not to 
achieve a warm feeling of mutuality. It 
is a search for understandings that can 
transform reality (Flower, 2003). 



Personal Relevance



The “Idea for Change”

• Proposal to solve problem 
in community or 
workplace 

• Must be debatable and 
feasible
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Guiding Inquiry



Timeline



Critiquing the thesis

• CM220-2: Construct 
logical arguments 

• Unit 4 assignment asks 
them to analyze their 
thesis statement based 
on the logical appeals 
and the rhetorical 
situation. 
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Pathos = Audience Assumptions, Situated Knowledge



Draft 1: Children should be taught a second language as early as possible, because people are best able to learn a second 
language when they are young and being bilingual or polylingual gives said person multiple mental benefits. 

Draft 2: Cottonwood Creek Elementary School should teach a second language, like Spanish or French, starting from pre-
kindergarten, because people are best able to learn a second language when they are young and being bilingual or 
polylingual gives said person multiple mental benefits. 

Draft 3: Cottonwood Creek Elementary School should teach a second language starting from pre-kindergarten since 
people are best able to learn a second language when they are younger (Smith, D. G., 2018), and the school district has a 
mission to “positively impact our world” (“Mission Statement / Mission and Values”, n.d.) and on a global scale Chinese 
and Spanish are the two most spoken languages(Lane, J., 2016). 

Draft 4: Cottonwood Creek Elementary School should teach Chinese or Spanish starting 
from pre-kindergarten since people are best able to learn a second language when they 
are younger, the school district values authentic relationships which can be formed by 
engaging with someone in their own language, and Chinese and Spanish are the two 
most spoken languages in the world.        

Evolving Ideas: Thesis Revision in Action



Research to support the thesis

• CM220-3: Conduct 
research to support 
assertions made in 
academic and 
professional situations. 

• Unit 6 assignment asks 
them to find sources 
that support and 
challenge their 
argument as well as a 
visual source. 
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The essay 

• CM220-4: Synthesize 
data and research into a 
written argument  

• Unit 8 assignment asks 
them to write a 3-4 
page formal, academic 
essay that incorporates 
research from at least 4 
sources
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Graphic Organizers to Reinforce Intercultural Rhetoric
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Bringing it to the 
Community: 

The presentation 
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The presentation

• CM220-5: Develop 
strategies for effective 
problem-solving using 
digital media

• Unit 9 assignment 
requires that they 
create a digital media 
presentation based on 
their idea for change.  
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“Dialogue with culturally different others must start in 
inquiry. It takes an active search for diversely 
situated knowledges and experiential meanings to 
understand not only one another but also the social 
problems we face together. In the spirit of Paulo 
Freire, the purpose of dialogue is not to achieve a 
warm feeling of mutuality. It is a search for 
understandings that can transform reality (Flower, 
2003). 

Intercultural Rhetoric in Peer Review:
Preparing Students for Community Dialogue







Student testimonials

• How have students taken 
their ideas from the 
classroom and brought 
them to a wider audience in 
their communities?
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Questions
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